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FOREWORD

This study on operational meteorological support requirements for
Space Shuttle was accomplished by the University of Wisconsin Space
Science and Engineering Center as part of the requirements of contract
NAS 8-33799 with the NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center's Atmospheric
Sciences Division. The work was sponsored by the Space Shuttle Program
Office with Dr. Andrew Potter of NASA/Johnson Space Center's Space
Sciences Branch functioning as the Project Coordinator. The contract
technical monitorship for this study was accomplished by Dr. James Arnold
and Dr. Gregory Wilson of NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center's Atmospheric
Sciences Division.

Although focused toward the operational meteorological support review
and definition of an operational meteorological interactive data display !
system (MIDDS) requirements for the Space Meteorology Support Group at
NASA/Johnson Space Center, the study also addresses the total operational
meteorological support requirements and recommends a systems concept for
the MIDDS network integration of NASA and Air Force elements to support
the National Space Transportation System. The authors have done a very
good job in the assembly of their findings and recommendations, however,
it should be noted that the elements of the operational meteorological
support at the various locations are in a continual state of change and
improvement. Also, the findings and recommendations given in this re_ort
do not necessarily represent the official position of the NASA.

(Foreword prepared by NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center)
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report is the product of a study of the Johnson Space Center's

• (JSC) meteorological support requirements for the Space Shuttle program.

The study examined the current data collection and forecast product

delivery systems used or planned for the various Shuttle meteorological

support centers. The result is a recommendation to upgrade the weather

support facilities of each of the Centers to "state of the art" inter-

active meteorological data collectlon and product display systems and to
inter-connect them in a data communications network.

Meteorological support responsibilities for the Space Shuttle program

are distributed amongst Johnson Space Center, Kennedy Space Center (KSC),

• Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB), Consolidated Space Operations Center

(CSOC), _kr Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF), and Edwards Air
Force Base (EAFB).

Johnson Space Center is the National Aeronautics and Space Admlni-

stratlon's (NASA) level 2 center for its National Space Transportation
Program. At JSC the weather support for nearly all weather related

w activities is provided by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS). The NWS unit at

JSC is the Spaceflight Meteorology Group (SMG).

1 I. BACKGROUND

STUDY SCOPE

a

The study's scope was limited to three as_._cts of weather support.
First, to define the interactive meteorological display requirements for
the SMG. Second, to define the requirements for weather related communi-

cations between the various weather support units (WSU). And third, to

recommend a system which could satisfy these requirements. This study did . ,
not endeavor to examine the quality of forecasting nor the impact of the

recommended system on the quality of the forecasts produced by the user.

t. In general, it was agreed by all knowledgeable parties that the existing
facilities available to the SMG were so inadequate as to make almost any

addition produce a better product. Further, SSEC does not claim to have

exhaustively surveyed all possible interactive systems and networks nor to
have selected the optimal one. We have attempted to recommend one which

Is known to us to be within the state of the art and Implementable at very
low risk.

METHODOLOGY i

,m
In the initial stages of the study it became obvious that the weather

support at JSC was impacted by the weather support services at each of the
other three Centers and therefore it was necessary to conduct a site

b survey at each Center to become familiar with their current and planned
weather support facilities. A schedule was set up for the visit to each
Center.

1
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A team of analysts was formed at the SSEC consisting of:

J. T. Young Meteorology
Bob Fox Administration and facilities

John Benson Computer systems
Joe Rueden Data processing
Bob Oehlkers Engineering

Two members of the team, Joe Rueden and J. T. Young, conducted the

ESMC portion of the JSC site survey during a visit to ESMC the week of

26 March 1984. Since a study of ESMC had previously taken place under an

earlier contract with the Air Force (Appendix A) it was only necessary to
expand on that knowledge. The main focus of the investigation was the

data and product transfers between Centers. The full team conducted a

site survey at the JSC during the week of April 16 coordinated by Andrew

Potter and Senator Raygor of JSC. The team spent four days at the JSC

interviewing the following:

Andrew Potter Project Coordinatc,'
Senator Raygor SMG MICl

Dan Bellue Meteorologist

Mike Collins Flight dynamics
John Williams Network communications

Gary Coen MOCR operations
Hector Garcla Winds

A. J. Roy Aircraft operations

Ron Wade Security

Jay Honeycutt JSC operations

Joe Engel Astronaut office
J l,oren Shriver Astronaut office

4

Charles Bolden Astronaut office
Victor Whitehead Earth Observations

Michael Helfert NESDIS

The Air Force Space Division at Los Angeles AFS, CA had developed a

,[ system specification for a WSU to be located at the Consolidated Space

! Operations Center (CSOC) at Falcon AFS, CO. This specification and
conversations with the personnel at Space Division were used to evaluate

' the role of CSOC in the total weather support for the Shuttle Program. A

review of the role of CSOC was last updated in a visit to Space Division

on 8 May 84.
I

i Joe Rueden and Bob Fox went to Vandenberg AFB, CA on 9 May 84. They

I received a briefing on the Interactive Meteorological Processing System
(IMPS), a system developed at Vandenberg to support Western Launch Site

(WLS) missions. They met with:

Lt. Col. Bill Bihner Commander, Det 30 AWS

Glenn Bolre Systems integration
Bill Benton IMPS expert

They also reviewed the facilities at the weather support unit and
discussed the role of the weather support unit at Vandenberg in range
support and particularly Space Shuttle mission support.

2
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Ill. FINDINGS

SMG RESPONSIBILITIES

Meteorological support for the Space Shattle program at JSC is
provided by the Spaceflight Meteorology Group (SMG). The SMG at the

.= Johnson Space Center is a weather office of the National Weather Service
supported by a contract with NASA. The SMG's primary t_sk is to provide
weather support to Space Shuttle operations and secondarily support to
JSC.

Prior to and during missions, the SMG provides support to the Mission

Management Team, advising them of weather related matters which night

-- effect launch, landing, alternates, or payload activities. Typically,
informal briefings start about five days before launch. During missions,
the SMG's formal responsibility begins with the moment of ignition of the

_ solid rocket boosters (SRB) and continues for the duration of the on-orbit

portion through to "wheels stop" following landing. This means that they
must prepare forecasts and perform meteorological watch for the Return To
Lavnch Site (RTLS), the Transatlantic Abort (TAL), the Abort Once Around

g_

(AOA), the Abort To Orbit, the eight Contingency Landing Sites (CLS), and
the Primary Landing Site (PLS). Crew and Flight Director briefings are
scheduled throughout a mission. Following a missio_, the SMG provides the

-- weather support for the Shuttle Carrier Aircraft (SCA) ferry operations
when it is necessary to return the Shuttle to the Cape following a non-
Cape landing.

The SMG's secondary responsibilities include climatological studies

for Shuttle and JSC planning groups, aviation weather briefing for NASA

aircraft operations, Shuttle flight simulations, and support to the JSC

complex fox severe storms and hurricanes. Shuttle flight simulation is a

task which consumes a large portion of the resources of the SMG. They

provide weather data and briefings as for a 'regular mission. In some

", cases they slmulate weather critical activities which require that they

create false weather situations. They are also asked I.o"replay" missions
in which wea'_er was a significant factor.

The SHG is heavily relied upon for support in all of these areas.

They must be flexible and conversant in a broad spectrum of weather

related fields. As demonstrated later, they are 111-equlpped to meet

" their role because of the support systems and data com_nunications current-
ly available to them.

SHG's RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER CENTERS

._ The total weather support for the Space Shuttle Program is distri-
buted among three agencies, NASA, Air Force, and NOAA. At KSC the NSC is

Detachment II, 2rid Weather Squadron at Patrick AFB. Detachment II oper-

ates the Cape Canaveral Forecast Facillty (CCFF) to support all Eastern
" Launch Site (ELS) missions. On any one mission at least two agencies at

two Centers are required to share data and forecast products as well as
responsibilities for various portions of the mission. Currently the

m launch site forecast responslbility is divided between the CCFF and the

SHG such that the CCFF has full responsibility for the forecast up untll

.. 3 i
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SRB ignitiotl and the SHG handles all contingency landing forecasts as well
as the primary landing forecast. When launches are at Vandenberg AFB
current plans call for a similar relationship between the WSUs.

Team members have been present at both JSC and ESHC to observe the
WSUs in operation during both launches and landlngs. Current operations

: require extensive voice communication to coordinate the forecast, transfer
observations, and explain data being received by the CCFF data collection
systems. We have observed that voice e_,,_munication is relled upon heavily
to transfer important data between 3MG and CCFF. In most cases the voice
link has several conversations going on simultaneously with the transfer

' of data which the forecastec must write down by hand. This system is time
consuming and is prone to errors and misinterpretations.

Department of Defense (DOD) missions will be controlled from JSC
until CSOC is fully implemented. Air Force meteorologists are currently
stationed at JSC to work with the SMG to develop the support concepts for
DOD missions. They will provide the weather support for DOD missions
controlled from JSC. While the CSOC concept of operations has not yet
been finalized, our current under_tamlii_g ib that when CSOC is fully

: implemented those DOD missions controlled by CSOC will be supported by the=,

CSOC WSU. In additiot_, The Satellite Test Center staff at AFSCF will work
closely with the CSOC WSU in developing Shuttle environmental supportb

procedures.

SHUTTLESUPPORTCENTERS' PRESENT SYSTEMS

At the JSC, the SMGis housed with the Mission Control Center in

Building 30. The SMG is manne5 by six forecasters and one MeteorologicalTechnician. The facilities available to these individuals include one

i AFOS computer system with two work stations, a COMEDSterminal, a UPI, Unifsx for a GOESTAPcircuit which provides GOES-East, GOES-West, CMS, and
I METEOSATimagery, two remote radar circuits to a switchable Enterprise
1 radar display, a facsimile unit for the DIFAX circuit, a pneumatic tube
t hard-copy distribution system, a 48 channel voice coRunication console
i and a 36 channel voice key system, and an auto-control close circuit

television camera. They also have a display drop on the video network.

The AFOS and the COMEDSprovide conventional surface and upper air
observations, station forecasts, and a large number of other products.
The AFOS is a system developed by the National Weather Service to handle
weather data and weather map distribution for al! of its field offices.
The system doesn't handle images of any kind. It displays centrally
prepared weather ups of observations and forecasts as veil as standard
surface and upper air reports for the United States. Some of the saps on
AFOS are printed for display and scanning by the autoltic camera system.
while other maps mast be hand traced to get the= into usable form for
display. The forecasters usually don't use AFOS for surface reports, but
use the COMEI)Sas it has a better data base.

C(MEI)S provides global coverage frma its observational data base but
it doesn't have the capability for graphic analysis and forecast saps.
Typically when observations for key sites are received, they must be
handwritten into a log book so that a time sequence record for those

..... i
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stations glll be available. The need to use two computer systems to get
the basic data necessary for the SHG to do its Job complicates the task,
increases the likelihood of error, and slows their reaction time in

_" crltica] situations.

Tke GOESTAP circuit is the only source of satellite data currently
,, available to the SHG. This source provides data which are displayed as

images on a facsimile hardcopy device. The GOES i_ages are not normally
receiv.d until 40 minutes after the image was observed from the GOES
se;elllte. The GHS and HETEOSAT take over half an hour transmission time

for each full image resulting in the loss of GOES images since only one
image can be transmitted at a time. GHS and HETEOSAT images are received
four times a day which means they are of little value for evaluating cloud

-- motions.

The radar display system currently in use ls an Enterprise display
system set up to display the Galveston, TX radar and the Daytona Beach, FL
radar. The operator can choose to display either one exclusively or both
on an alternate scan basis. In either case, no time sequencing is pos-

sible with this configuration. The display is limited to only the PPI
q

presentation, with color added to help distinguish different reflectlvlcy
levels. Displays of these data at other locations is accomplished through
a link to the JSC video distribution system.

The DIFA_, circuit is their primary source for weather charts gener-
ated by NHC.

Hard copy products such as briefing charts, upper air winds reported
from ESHC, and other data are distributed to various locations within

Building 30 by a pneumatic tube system.

The voice communication systems provide very good access to all
weather users associated with Shuttle missions including the forecasters

-- at other Centers. However, and we cannot emphasize this too strongly, it
should not be used to communicate critical weather data between Centers.

The auto-control closed circuit television camera system scans the

weather maps and satellite images for transmission to video displays

throughout JSC on the video distribution network. This video is the

primary system for presenting briefings. The display products must be
_" manually posted witl .n the confines of the camera view, limiting the

number of products for automatic display to one or two in situations where
many may be needed.

The present support facilltles for the SNG are manually intensive and
prone to error effectively preventing the SMG from providing adequate

, mission support when the frequency of missions increase to more than one a
month. The S_ mission support suffers further from the additional work
load associated vith Shuttle flight simulations and NASA aviation weather
briefings.

ELS Neather System

The ELS weather support unit is the CCFF. which is staffed by the
USAF Air Neather Servlce's Detachment II, 2nd Neather Squadron. The

5
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Detachment 11 i_ tasked to provide meteorological, environmental and

aerospace support to the ESMC, NASA, and the DOD Manager for Space Shuttle
Support Operatlo1_;. They provide this support to the CCAFS, to Patrick
Air Force Base (PAFB), the Kennedy Spa_e Center (KSC), and the entire
Eastern Launch Site (ELS) primarily through the CCFF. The CCFF is a
24-hour-a-day forecasting and observing operation for normal facility and
airfield support. In addition, it provides specialized forecasts for all
missile and space launches, diffusion predictions for toxic fuel opera-
tions, and weather services for recovery forces, instrumented aircraft ar,3

the range instrumented ships. It is an integrated facility in the sense
that the data which are required for its mission are either available ir_
the facility or the products produced by the observing and computing

, facilities are delivered there. It is not an integrated facility in the
sense that these data and products can be effectively displayed, merged

and manipulated to produce a fully integrated mission product; the burden
of this merging, manipulating and integrating still fails to the mental
processes of the duty £orecaster. The problems of integrating data from
various sources and producing mission support products which use all of
the available data in an internally consistent manner have become more

: acute to the for_=asters of Pet 11 in the Space Shuttle era. The environ-
mental sensitivities of the Shuttle have increased the temporal and

i geographic preciseness with which many meteorological variables must be
forecast. The need to accomplish this support in a routine, non labor-
intensive manner is even greater with Shuttle landings at KSC, and as the
Shuttle schedule becomes more routine and frequent.

There are 12 types of data available to the CCFF. Detachment 11 has
produced a document, ESMC Pamphlet 105-1, Meteorological Handbook, which
describes the current state of the weather support and instrumentation at
the ESMC. The following data sources are described in more detail in that
document:

t
!

1. Lightning Location and Protection (LLP). There are three
; sensors in this lightning detection syqtem. Their data are ,

i collected in a lightning position analyzer, which analyzes the [
sensor data and determines cloud to ground lightning stroke
location and intensity. The output of this analyzer is currently
available in the CCFF as a graph on an x-y plotter.

2. Launch Pad Lightning Warning System (LPLWS). This system
consists of 34 electric field mills output iswhose transmitted

via modem links to the ARMS for input to the Cyber 740. Data
from the individual fleld mills in LPLWS can be displayed on
strip charts in the CCFF, or, more comonly, the output of the
mills is available from the Cyber 740 as printed individual
values or collectively as a contoured field on a Tektronics

graphics display.

3. Weather Information Network Display System (WINDS). Sixteen
, Instrumented _teorological towers coaprise this system. The

data from the meteorological sensors oa these towers are all
transmitted digitally via modem links to the ARMS and hence to
the Cyber 740. Processed data are printed In tabular fats or
say be displayed In the CCFF on an alpha-numerlc CRT.

6
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4. A.D. l,ittle Flash Counter. This device is another type of
electrostatic field measurement devlce which is largely been
replaced by the LPLNS. Although its output is available in the
CCFF on a chart recorder, it t.s rarely used and is not consid-
ered worth including in an integrated data base.

-- 5. Radar Data. The CCFF has a remote control and display capabil-
ity from a new WSR-74 specially modified for C-band and for high
density binning. The new units antenna is located at Patrick
Air Force Base, with a real time remote display furnished to the
CCFF via wide band com_unlcatlons line. The CCFF also has a

dlal-up communications capabillty at 2,400 bits per second which

they use most frequently to access the National Neather Service

(NNS) NSR-74 (S-band) radar at Daytona Bpach. These remote data

are displayed at the CCFF on an Enterprise Radar t, Television

Color Converter.

6. Radiosonde and Rocketsonde Data. These data, from both Cape
Canaveral and from downrange le,mches, are input in raw role-

; -- metry form via punched paper tape to a NOVA computer system for
data reduction, They can then be transmitted via digital link

at 2,400 bits per second in ASCII format to the Cyber 740 for
i further processing or distribution via a dial-up communications
' -- line.

i
J 7. Facsimile, The NNS NAFAX facsimile circuit provides hard-copy 1

_ facsimile charts on a facsimile recorder which are used for wall !
m

mounted display.
|

8, Conventional (teletype) Data, The military CONUS Neteorological I

Data System (CONEDS) query-response teletype service plus the
NNS _ervlce A are aveilable in printed form, as well as an ETR

Communication Center pony circuit which carries some downrange
-- data. These data are torn and filed in printed form.

9. Satellite Data. The National Earth Satellite, Data and Informs-

_ tion Service (NESDIS) GOESTAP data are received via comunlca-
tion llne and processed into hard-copy via a Harris Corporation
laserfax. These data are then wail mounted for display.

-- 10. Nodel Output. Two models are executed on the Cyber 740 for CCFF
forecasters. The diffusion prediction model predicts the

dispersion of toxic gases which could be released from s fuel
-- spill. It uses the NINDS data as input, and outputs the predlc-

tions on the CRY used for the NINDS output. The blast damage

assessment prediction model assess potential damage due to the
.. inadvertent detonation of the Space Shuttle during launch. It

uses meteorological inputs from the instrumented wind towers and
rawlnaondes. Output is on a tarmlnsl and associated line

printer in the CCFF.
eo

11. Jlmsphere. Radar data from tracking the JiBphere are input to
the Cyber 740 as a 2,400 bit par second digital data stream.

el The data are reduced to high resolution wind information in the
Cyber.

h, 7
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l_. Marlu.ll oh_crwltioll_, l;i)el |_ll o|,hervatJons from personnel on
('ha_ planeb and hel|copter_, _Jrc available, a_ are observations

at critical points such as the shuttle runvay on re-entry. The
observations are handwritten Into a teleautograph.

i_ addition, there are several proposed or desired data sources which
i way be available to the CCFF by or shortly after the HIDDS implewentation.
, Of the kno_m additions, none are expected to impact the MIDDS design in

any significant way other than to require that the MIDDS incorporate
adequate expansion capability. The data sources considered are:

1. Additional towers which may be added to the WINDS expanding the
mesobcale network.

2. Profiler Data for sensing upper eve1 winds at high time and
vertical resolution.

i
i 3. Volumetric Radar is proposed as s modification of the new :

Enterprise radar.
i

It is to specifically address these data t_tegration problems that
the SSEC is building a Meteorological Interactive Data Display System
(HIDDS-I) to be used by the CCFF to integrate _he data from the many
special meteorological data collection systems used to support the ESMC
mission. It also provides interactive access to theso dat _hrough high
quality video and graphics display workstations. This acquisition of a
MIDDS-I w£11 improve the support provided by the CCFF. This MIDDS-I will
consist of an IBM 4341 computer with appropriate peripherals and worksta-
lions in support of a variant of the MclDAS software. Such a system will
provide integration of the data sources available to the CCFF into a
single data base where the various types of data can be melded and dis-
played together for forecaster use. It also provides growth for new data

!

sources and for a significant increase in the applications which the
forecasters and users of the system are expected to make after they become
more familiar with the power and versatility of the system. The HIDDS-I <
will ingest local meteorological data sources, merge them together with
the data base composed of satellite, radar, and conventional meteorologi-
cal observations, manipulate and integrate the data into forms where they i
can be displayed alone or in conjunction with correlative data, and then
display the required meteorological information quickly and easily for use

r

by the CCFF forecasters, i_

HIDDS-I has three phases of system implementation. 7he initial phase
consists of the Install_tion of a too forecaster workstation with support-
Ing equipment. This vorkstatlon rill be interfaced to local data acquisi-
tion systems and support the operational mission of the CCFF. However.
this initial system vii1 not be fully operational in that it will lack
redundancy and vilI require some processing be done by other computers at
the CCAFS. The second phase vilI co_siat of a gradual iecreasa in the
3ystem cspsbllltles. New capabilities planne include: Ingesting the

I remaining local data sources directly into the MIDDS-i, acquiring 8 local
reception capability for satellite data, adding a brJ_£1ng workstation,
modifying the NSR - 74 radar to provide CAPPI scans to the HIDDS and
tailoring the user interface to the specific na_ds of the CCFF forecasters.

8
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The third phase provides the hardware and procedures necessary to bring
the system to a fully operational status

The initial stand alone MIDDS-I capability is scheduled for installa-
tion at the end of .la[tuary 1985. The second phase is partially funded and
the third phase has not yet been funded, but full funding is anticipated

" this year. With the anticipated funding schedule, a fully operational

MIDDS-I will be available for ELS support by spring of 1986.

,,, NLS Weather System

The forecaster at the Vandenberg Air Force Base weather station
provides a level of support very similar to that provided by the forecast-
er at CCFF. Support for the unmanned launches currently involves one
forecaster 24 hours a day collecting special data o_ importance to mission
safety, monitoring th. weather as launch approaches, preparing briefings,
as well as preparing special forecasts with pin-polnt accuracy in both

time and space. Since many unique weather factors affect space launch and

recovery operations, special observing systems similar to those at ESMC

are being used.

The scenario for operational support of the Space Shuttle is expected

to be very similar to the CCFF scenario. A team of forecasters will

monitor the various data display devices located in the fGrecast area.

Since each of these displays has it's own unique data format and display
format, the burden of consolidating the available information is cn the

forecaster. This requires a considerable amount of time and expertise.
I

There are 8 types of da_a available to the forecaster:

I. Weather Information Network Display System (WINDS). Twenty-three

instrumented meteorological towers comprise this system, The

data from the meteorological sensors on these towers are all

" transmitted via modem links to a system supplied by SDS Corp.

located in a room adjacent to the forecast area. These data are

then made available to the forecaster via a printer from the SDS

system. Meteorological parameters are also sent to the Base's

Cyber via a SEL 32/75 for use in the blast model, The SDS and

SEL 32/75 are expected to be phased out as IMPS (with the
addition of a Motorola 12000 as I/O front end) picks up this

function. IMPS would then forward the data to t'leBase's Cyber.

2. Radar data. The forecaster currently has a standard PPI and PHI

display from a FPS-77 radar system,

3. Radiosonde Data. These data are input by remote keyln from

-- either Pillar Point AFS or VBG in raw telemetry form to a SEL

computer system for data reduction. These reduced data are then
forwarded to the Base's Cyber.

eD
4. Facslmile. The NNS NAFAX facslmile circuit provides hardcopy

facsimile charts on a facslmile recorder which are used for wall

mounted display.em

I
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: 5. Conventlonal (teletype) Data. The military's COMEDS query-

re¢ponse teletype service is used to generate data in printed
form which are then torn and filed.

6. Satellite Data. National Earth Satellite, Data and Information

Service (NESDIS) GOESTAP data are received via communication

llne and processed into hard-copy via a Harris Corporation

laserfax. These data are then wall mounted for display. In

addition, GOESTAP images are re-dlgitized and fed into a looper

to provide the forecaster with animation.

: 7. Jimsphere. Radar data from tracking the jimsphere are input to

Data Center 90, reduced to high resolution wind information, and

forwarded to the Base's Cyber. The forecaster primarily uses
these data as input to the Blast model.

From this vast sea of data, the forecaster must quickly make forecast
I decisions and disseminate them. In recognition of the difficulty of this

! task, WSMC began a project to integrate these data sources in the Inte-

grated Meteorological Processing System (IMPS). This system is based on

two SEL 32/7780 computers each on one side of a 600Mb, dual-ported disc

chain so as to back each other up. These Data Base Manager systems then

connect to Field Processors (COMTALs). Each field processor drives a

single display terminal which is the user interface. The terminal can

display 8 images or 32 graphics or combinations of the two. It also

provides anlmatlon, enhancement of imagery and llmited roam and zoom

capabilities. The existence of IMPS Is expected to ease the burden on the

forecaster since the objective is to get most data sources Input Into
IMPS. All data sources In IMPS would be accessible from the IMPS termi-

nal. Display formats and projections would be more uniform.

IMPS does have limitations, however. It is our understanding that

the SEL 32/7780s maybe close to saturation in its processing ability.

Offloadlng some of the processing (as for WINDS into the Motorola 12000)

would help alleviate potential overload problems. The SEL 32/7780s also

limit potential expansion for more processing capability. More SEL

computers can be added and interfaced together (at additional cost), but a

point of diminishing returns is quickly reached. The networking problem

overwhelms the job to be done. These factors must be considered when

suggesting additional tasks to be performed by IMPS.

As it stands now, IMPS will integrate the following data sources:

I. GOESTAP. In addition to going to the Harris !aserfax, IMPS can

digitize and store this imagery on its disc. The navigation

parameters are currently entered by hand on an 'as needed'

basis. Currently only the GOES-West imagery is processed, i

2. Jlmspheres will be input directly into IMPS, reduced to meteoro-

logical parameters, and forwarded to the Base's Cyber.

3. The WINDS system will be interfaced to IMPS at .he meterologlcal

parameter level.

I0
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_ 4. 1he MSS Nova will be acce_ed by IMP5 to acquire radiosonde
|ntormatl(,n at the meteorological para,0eter level.

5. COMEDS will be used as the source of conventional data (surface

and upper air observations, etc.).

-- In addition, there are other data sources needed to properly support
shuttle operations.

1. Additional towers may be added to the WINDS.

2. Lightning Location and Protection (LLP). There are a number of
sensors being iustalled for determining lightning position,
stroke direction, and intensity. The output will be available
on an x-y plotter.

-- 3. Real-time GOES Imagery. The current GOESTAP suffers from a ;
delay of approximately 40 minutes, reduced resolution, and

. difficulty in navigating (earth-locating landmarks) accurately, i:
= Real-time GOES data reception should be able to overcome all
'' these problems.

• 4. Real-time GMS (Japanese version of GOES), The responsibility of
-- the forecaster frequently extends out to the limits of GOES-West

coverage. The resolution of the data at the edges of GOES

images is poor due to the poor viewing angle. GMS overlaps _ i
GOES-West in the Pacific and would provide a valuable extension j

to the forecaster's view downrange.

5. Volumetric Radar There is a need for higher quality radar
.. imagery at WSMC because of the sensitivity of the shuttle to

precipitation and lightning. The FPS-77 radar now being used at
_ WSMC is not a good candidate for upgradin_ to volumetric scan

operation since it's electronics are not t _pattble with the ,;
volumetric upgrade package and it's precision is less than

• required. Replacing the radar with a newer, more compatible
_ version would allow this upgrade.

: 6. Kwajalein and other remote radars. There is a desire for more i

'_ downrange radar data to aid especially in RTLS and recovery [l
i operations. l

7. T]ROS-N lmagery. These data would be valuable in filling gaps
in the GOES coverage• The frequency of GMS is much less than
GOES (every 3 hours) and TIROS-N covers a smaller area, but at

i different times from GHS. The two together give the forecaster

a much better idea of actual conditions than either one alone.

8. NNC Products. There is a need for NNC products, model output in
particular, to help the forecaster improve the quality of his

" forecasts.

9. Briefing Products. The ability to exchange briefing products
_- (i.e. graphics and images prepared of their respective systems)

with Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the proposed Consolidated

I1 _
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Space Operations Center (CSOC) is considered very important by
the forecasters.

There are currently no firm plans to integrate the following data
sources into IMPS:

1. Direct ingestion of real-time GOES.

2. Direct ingestion of LLP data.

3. Radar imagery, direct or indirect.

4. Real-time GMS (non-real-time may be available thru GOESTAP).

5. Polar orbiter (TIROS-N) imagery.

6. NMC products, model output.

CSOC Weather System

The Consolidated Space Operations Center (CSOC) is being built at

• Falcon Air Force Station (FAFS) near Colorado Springs, Colorado. It will

be the centralized location for the planning, preparation and control of
Department of Defense (DOD) Space Shuttle and satellite missions, and will

function as the operational center within the Air Force Sate111te Control

Network (AFSCN). The CSOC WSU is expected to start operations in 1986 and

will support the Satellite Operations Complex portion of CSOC. Shuttle

support will not be needed until about 1990. The CSOC WSU will not

operate out of .ISC. However, ESOC WSU personnel could, in the interim,

work out of JSC to support DOD payload operations using SMG facilities.

The Eastern and Western Space and Missile Centers (ESHC/WSMC) will be

linked to CSOC to facilitate integrated pre-launch space vehicle checkout
and to coordinate ]aunch and recovery operations. The CSOC will provide
the DOD with the capability to support DOD Space Shuttle missions in the

same manner as the Johnson Space Center. One objective of the CSOC is to

have interoperability between the STC at AFSCF and CSOC to permit either

node to backup the other in case of a natural or other disaster.

A specification for a WSU at CSOC has been prepared and was used by

the SSEC team to evaluate the functional requirements for the CSOC WSU.

One is referred to that specification (see References) for a description

of the planned CSOC WSU.

SUMMARY

Each of the four Center's WSU's has been developed as a separate
unit. Each Center's weather needs has determined the configuration of its

WSU. As the Space Shuttle program has gone from the test phase to more
frequent operational missions, the forecaster's stress has srown. Much of
this stress is due tO the inadequacy of the support facilities. Frankly,
the current mixture of forecaster stress, antiquated forecaster support !
facilities, and the poor comunleatlon and coordination between WSU's
could lead to a major disaster. The question is noc "Can we build a i

i
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system to make a 100% accurate forecast?" The questim, is, "Can we do
something soon to minimize the probability of a disaster?"

Little or no consideration appears to have been given to the long
term weather support for our National Space Transportatio_ System by the
Government prior to this study. The recommendations which follow should

be the first major step toward correctiag this situation.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

JSC METEOROLOGICAL INTERACTIVE DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM

System Configuration

We recommend a second generation Meteorological Interactive Data
Display System (MIDDS-II) be implemented at the Johnson Space Center.

This system should acquire real-tlme global data sources including surface

observations, upper a!r observations, forecast products, satellite imagery

.. (including GOES-East, GOES-West, Meteosat, GMS, and NOAA polar orbiter
GAC)_ limited radar coverage, local data from the ESMC and WSMC and

briefing products from MIDDS type systems at Cape Canaveral and Vanden-

berg. The incoming data should be monitored, stored, retrieved, reformat-

ted, manipulated and displayed. The system should be based on the MIDDS-I

at Cape Canaveral. The basic software and system design are already owned

by the U.S. GoverP_ent, representing a substantial cost savings. The

additional costs involved are for the hardware acquisition and for devel-

opments necessary to uniquely tailor the system to the operational

missions of the J$C or add new capability beyond that available in
MIDDS-I.

Computer System

•= _e recommend an IBM 4381 computer system to support the data acquisi-

tion, data base management, and various workstation functions. The 4381-MI

should inltially have eight megabytes of real memory. Real memory can be

_= increased at some future date if required. The IBM 4381 is also recom-

mended for operating and maintenance purposes because of the presence of

other IBM 4381 systems at JSC. The 4381-MI is recommended as opposed to
the IBM 4341-M2 contained within the ESMC MIDDS-I because of the larger

i
number of wozkstatlons (8) at JSC which require support as opposed to
ESMC's _) workstations. In addition, the acquisition of global data

bas_s of geostatlonary satellite images, conventional data, forecasts, and
• - r:2a_; and their processing and display would overburden an IBM 4341. The

4381-MI has about twice the CPU speed of the 4341-M2. Additionally, the
4381-MI is field upsradable to a 4381-M2 configuration with another

approximate 50% increase in CPU speed, if the computing load should
increase beyond current expectations.

Th_ details of our recomaended configuration are shown in Figure I.
The recommended system should have six channels (upgradabls to 12). Two
of :he channels should be connected to the IBM 3880 disk controller which

: _n turn should be connected to four IBM 3380 disk drives. Each disk drive

has a storage capacity of 2.52 $1gabytes for a total system storage
capabillty of more than I0 Slgabytes. Up to four addltlonal 3380-B4 disk

• b 13
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drives could be added at some rut,re date if additional storage capacity
is needed for a maximum possible system storage of 20 gigabytes.

Another channel should be connected to the tape drive. One IBM 3430
A1 tape drive with controller is recommended. This is a 1600/6250 bpi
dual density tape drive with a transport speed of 45 inches/set. The tape

"- drive will be used for system saves and installation, maintenance, and
limited storage and retrieval of historic data sets.

_ The operator's control terminal should be an IBM 3278-2A CRT. It is

used for system diagnostics and computer control functions.

Combined together on the fifth channel is the communications control-

let, the CRT controller, and the ProNET interfaces for the local area

networks which support all but the scientists', Edwards AFB, and mainte-

nance workstations. The IBM 3274 CRT controller is used to support

-- interactive IBM 3178 programmer CRTs. Initially, three programmer termi-
nals are recommended for use by local support personnel. The ProNET
interface is a high speed network interface to the workstations. It is a

-- 10 Mbps token passing ring network with nodes at tile IBM channel interface

and at the workstations. The ProNET/IBM channel interface is built by
SSEC and allows up to eight ProNET nodes to be treated as separate logical
I/0 subchannels. Two ProNET interfaces will be required. This allows up

- to sixteen video workstaticas to be connected to the MIDDS. The scien-

tists', Edwards AFB, and maintenance workstations should be connected via
the IBM 3705 communications controller.

The 1BM 3705 communications controller should be used to provide
interfaces to low and medium speed (up to 56 kb/sec.) lines. Conventional
surface and upper air data forecast data, and the MIDDS communication

network to ESMC, etc. should enter the system through the 3705.

Data Base Description

We recommend that extensive improvements be made to the weather data
bases currently available to the SHG. These data should be obtained in as
near real-tlme as is possible and in digital form so that an integrated
scientific data base will be available for the forecaster. The data

sources recommended are: GOES-East, GOES-West, VAS, GHS, METEOSAT, INSAT,

. polar orbiting satellite data, Patrick AFB radar, Galveston radar, Daytona

beach radar, dlal-up radar at all foreign CLS, global surface and upper

air observations, and global surface and upper air forecasts. These
should be augmented with data and products from other Shuttle WSUs

obtained through a network to be described later.

JSC should receive GOES-East and GOES-West stretched digltal data

directly from those satellites. The hardware needed for direct recepclon

would consist of two 4.5 meter geostationary antennas, preprocessors, and
an IB_ channel interface. This configuration matches that which is

partially implemented at the ESMC. The system viii allow simultaneous

multiple resolution ingests. Typically, areas which have a high probabil-
Ity of users requiring full resolution, such as the U.S. area, would be

ingested at I km resolution, while the rest of the globe would be ingested

at 4 km resolution. Actual size, resolution, and length of time of
retention of ingested areas are a function of disk space management. For

-- 15
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J instance, if the U.S. was kept at full 1 km resolution and the globe at
I 4 km resolution, over 12 hours of U.S. data and 24 hours of global data

trom both GOES-East and West could be kept on the disks Other combina-
tions of ingest areas and retention times are possible. The extreme case
is full global ingest at full resolution where only two hours of data

could be stored without increasing disk storage space.

VAS data products and special sensor data is expected to be made
available in the GOES data stream in fiscal year 1986. In order to ingest

these data it will be necessary tc upgrade the GOES electronic processing
equipment.

The GMS and METEOSAT weather satellite systems produce images in
digital form at slightly lower resolution than the U.S. GOES satellite

series. They are available to the JSC forecaster on GOESTAP now. It is

possible to get these data in digital form from receiver sites in Honolulu

and at Goddard Space Flight Center, respectively. Every effort should be

made to obtain these data. They can be integrated into the MIDDS data

base, which will greatly enhance the SMG's ability to monitor the weather

on a global basis.

The other desirable geostationary meteorological satellite is the

Indian INSAT. It beams its signal directly to India, and curr_n¢ly there

is no means of accessing the real-tlme data in any fashion outside of

India. Consequently, INSAT has not been considered as a possible data

source for JSC. This leaves a gap of about 20-30* longitude in the middle

of the Indian Ocean region where real-tlme geostatlonary data will not be

available. Any coverage in this region will depend on polar orbiting

satelllte data. Because of the gaps in the geostatlonary satellite

coverage, and because of viewing angle problems at polar latitudes, the

JSC system requires a data base of polar orbiter data. While global DMSP

data would be highly desirable, it currently is not aval]able outside
AFGWC. Should it become available it could be added or substituted into

the system. Consequently, we recommend the NOAA (TIROS-N) series of polar
orbiter satellites. The NOAA satellites have a flve-channel imaging
radiometer with a I km field of view in all channels (the AVHRR instru-

ment). While a limited area coverage (LAC) mode of the full resolution

data can be stored on board the satellite for part (I0 minutes) of a

single orbit, the only globally available data is the Global Area Coverage
(GAC) 4 km fleld of view. The GAC and LAC data are read out at Gilmore

Creek, Alaska, and relayed through DOMSAT to Washington. This data base

would be remapped and composlted into the projection of interest and

displayed, along with any desired supporting graphic displays.

The JSC SMG should have access to radar coverage at Shuttle launch
and recovery sites, at alternate landing sites, and local radar coverage.
Remote radar access is available through s number of sources. Kavouras,
Inc. is the preferred source. This company has a commercial network of
remote radar transmitters interfaced to most of the Weather Service radar

sites in the eastern United States. Kavouras currently services Daytona
Beach, FL, Limon, CO, and Los Angeles, CA, in addition to 64 other radar

sites. The radar sites can be dialed up under computer control, either on
a schedule, or on demand. The data will be ingested, remapped when
appropriate, and displayed in conjunction with other RIDDS products.
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Transmltters should be installed at the six alternate landing sltes

outside the contlnental U.S. providing that sultabJe radar systems already

exist at those locations. These could be accessed by computer di_:l-up on
"- an as needed basis.

Grids of numerical forecast products are necessary for the develop-
_ ment of JSC unique forecast products within the MIDDS. Numerical forecast

grids are currently available from an NMC circuit. This circuit is

available directly from NMC or as relayed by commercial firms such as

Zephyr Weather Transmission Service. We recommend using this circuit to

acquire appropriate forecast products carried on it.

Global observations, forecasts, advisories, bulletins, and dlscus-

-- along in alphanumeric form are available from NMC, FAA, and Air Force

teletype circuits. The MIDDS could/should be set up to monitor incoming

teletype traffic and ingest desired products. The Air Force Automated

Weather Network (AWN) accessed through the Continental U.S. Meteorological

Data System (COMEDS) potentially could be used by HII)DS. COMEDS currently

can be used manually in a request reply mode, or in a broadcast mode to

specific customers of pre-speclfied products.

The sizes ol the data bases have been estimated based on our experi-

ence and discussions with the SMG staff regarding their anticipated
-- operating scenarios.

Visible Data IR Data Other Data

_ (MBytes) (MBytes) (MBytes)

GOES-East 240 1150
GOES-West 240 1150

-- Meteosat 300 200

GMS 100 100
AVHRR 400 200

-- Radar 5

Conventional 10

-- A total of almost 4.1 gigabytes of real-time data must be provided in
disk storage.

Interactive Workstations

Eight interactive video display workstatlon_ are recomended for the
MIDDS-II. Two workstations are needed by the f¢_recasters to monitor

_. weather situations as they are developing and to prepare products and
forecasts. A briefing workstation is needed for continuous real-tlme
display of current weather and forecasts for distribution to the JSC video

-- network. Another workstation is needed to support NASA flight operations
at Elllnston AFB. A fifth workstation should be installed at Edwards AFB

to provide coordinated support when that Air Force Base is supporting
Shuttle activities. The sixth workstation is a remote workstation to the

-- Science Support Activities at JSC. The b_venth and eighth are maintenance
workstations.

The two forecaster workstations should consist of interactive work-

stations built by SSEC. A workstation as shown in Figure 2 is compose_ of

17
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WORK STATION COMPONENTS

HOST COMPUTER

IBM 4381

Y
SHORT HAUL

MODEM

BISYNC

P

GRAPHICS TABLET
RGB

CRT MONITOR

PRINTER

KEYBOARD CURSOR

JOYSTICK

COLOR IMAGE/GRAPHIC

MONITOR REFRESH MEMORY

FIGURE 2
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a video display with graphic overlay, an alphanumeric CRT, a keyboard,
cursor position control Joysticks, a command data tablet, a local printer,
a NTSC encoder for interfacing the workstation display with the video

-, briefing system, a hard copy image device and a single rack of support
electronics. Thc video displays should have 64 image frames and 32

• graphic overlays. This allows multlple loop_ of radar, satellite visible,
w and infrared images at various resolutions. Two channels of the image

data can be functionally combined, such as the visible satellite image
being colored where radar echoes are occurring. The graphics allow

• concurrent or separate overlays of observations and analyses of winds,
" electric fields, lightning, etc. on top of the image data. The image is

presented as six bit data while the graphics are presented as three bits
(I simultaneous colors). The images have color enhancement tables allow-

- ing false coloring of images under user or computer control as well as
functional combinations of two images. The graphics also have color
enhancement tables allowing user controlled colors for the graphics. The '_

. keyboard is used for general con_nand inputs. The command data tablet is
used for speclallzed process-oriented commands. The joysticks are used to i

; manipulate a cursor on the video monitor and for other specialized pur-

._ poses. Al?ha-numeric outputs from the system can be displayed on the CRT
" or on the local printer. The NTSC encoder is used to convert the RGB

.. television signal into the NTSC slgnal format used in standard broadcast

television./

, , The briefing workstation should have 128 image frames and 64 gr_phlc !
frames. It will be connected to the video distribution network and will ;i

-- routlnely display current loops of satellite and radar image data in ;
conjunction with overlaying weather analyses. This will be a scheduled i ,

operation and will occur atttomatlcally unless a forecaster assumes manual i

co.trol of the w,,rkstatton to give an individualized briefing, i

The workstation for flight operations support should be identical to
the forecaster's workstation except that it will be configured with 32 ,r

.. image and 16 graphic frames; it will operate as a remote workstation on :
, the JSC MIDDS.

The Edwards AFB workstation will provide a good basis for forecast
coordination and briefing. This workstation is configured like the flight
operations workstation above with 32 frames of image memory and 16 frames
of graphics memory. The only significant dlf{erence between these two

w workstations is the communications to the mainframe. The Edwards AFB

workstation will be configured to operate off the JSC mainframe over a
, comunication circuit at 9.6K bps. The impact of the slower communication
i _, will be to slow the image transfer time from about 20 seconds to about 3

t minutes.
!

• The Science Support Activities at the JSC requires access to the
MIDDS to enhance their research capabilities and to utllize the various
data bases in the system. The proposed workstation for the scientists is
identical to the Edwards AFB workstation described above.

The components of the workstations are nodules and can be placed
according to the users needa.

qmJ
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MIDDS-II Implementation Plnn

The JSC MIDDS-II implementation effort should be done in several

stages. The implementation plan has an initial system capability with
follow on enhancements to the system, and an eventual fully operational
system. An outline of the five planned implementation phases is given in
the following section.

PHASE I - The initial system should ingest GOES-East and GOES-West images

at high resolution over the U.S. and at lower resolution for the full

disk. It should also ingest and process global surface and upper air

observations, and have global forecast products available. The system

should have a network capability with the ESMC HIDDS, allowing exchange of

data and brlefln 8 products. The initial system should consist of the

following components:

1. Single computer and peripherals

2. Two forecaster workstations

3. One briefing workstation

4. One workstation to support Ellington AFB operations

5. NMC products receipt

6. Global products receipt

7. Network with ESMC

8. Two GOES antennas

PHASE II - The second stake of implementation of the JSC system should be

a global data base augmentation. This should include obtaining additional
real-tlme sate11Ite imagery and accessing selected radar data. With thls
expanded global data base, a Shuttle following briefing display should be
developed. Components of Phase II are:

]. Meteosat data

2. GHS data

3. AVHRR - GAC data

4. Radar - Galveston and Daytona

S. Radar - foreign

6. Shuttle following loop

PHASE III - This stage should develop systeu extensions. This should
include an expanded ueteorolo81c81 watch capability where the computer

20
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monitors critical factors and alerts the forecaster if some action is

required. Specialized software should be developed during this phase to

tailor the MIDDS to the actual JSC operational requirements. Components
I_ of this phase are:

i. Expanded metwatch

I

2. Workstation software

3. VAS mode AAA data
b

4. Customized software

In,

PHASE IV - The fourth phase includes the installation of two additional

workstations dnd the upgrading of existing workstations. Components are:

m.

1. Edwards AFB workstation

2. Scientists workstation

3. Workstation upgrades

PHASE V - A complete maintenance facility should be installed during this
flnal phase. This should consist of a functional workstation and two sets

of spares at the JSC and an identical workstation at the SSEC.m

SPACE SHUTTLE WEATHERNETWORKCONCEPT AND TOPOLOGY

In developing the network concept for the Shuttle total weather /

support, three factors were considered most important; reliabili.y,

-- information transfer rates, and the expected coununicatlon paths.

From the site surveys it was obvious that two types of Centers are
involved in the Shuttle Program weather support. Two Centers (ESMC and

" WSMC) are "data sourcing" in that they collect large quantities of weather
data, reduce it to products and disseminate the data and in_ormstlon

needed by the user coununlty. Two Centers (JSC and CSOC) are "Management"
Centers in that they use the weather data and information provided from
otha_ sources to help _nage the missions. Therefore the data flow is
from the prluary launch end landing sites to JSC and/or CSOC. Very little

w data transfer is required between FSMC and NSMC. JSC and CSOC must have
comparable independent weather systems and therefore they will communicate
very little weather data routinely. Consequently JSC and CSOC each should
communicate directly with ESHC and WSMC. However, 8 JSC to CSOC llnk viii

m be valuable for back up during extended periods of outages of either the
i communications links or processing systems. The recommended MIDDS network

is shove in Figure 3. It is expected that launch 8iLe radar data, brief-
,u in S products and limited volumes of other data vtll be transferred from

one location to another. In particular, it is assumed that at most only
small geographical erase of satellite ingle data vllI be transmitted via

.. the network. The 56K bps links between CSOC, FSLIC, and JSC are necessary
to provide a bandwidth capable of handling radar il8es and larger

In 2!
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'E MIDDS NETWORK LINKS
J

I

9.6kbps_ SSkbps
I/ 9.6k6_I \I

9.6kbps • _ •kbps

9.6kbps !

-- I

L,.,J
MsFci _os/ SsEc

COMPUTER

REMOTEWORKSTATION

.... BACKUP LINK

FIGURE 3
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,_ products/data volumes when one center is acting as a backup for another.
1 The exception to this backup scenario is the ESMC. Because of the

[ numerous local data inputs utilized during launch and recovery operations,
'- the only effective backup is with a "hot spare."

I The IBM System Network Architecture (SNA) is recommended It is a1

_ well established system and is supported by the vendor. _ith the existing

software in the MIDDS-I, data and products can be transferred to other

centers on a scheduled basis or by a triggering event. The event driver

schedule allows the transfer of radar data, for example, as soon as it is

received from the radar. The transfer based on this system will insure

the data are distributed to the other centers at the earliest possible

moment without human intervention. Data and products can also be trans-

-- ferred on request from the receiving site without disturbing the source
systems forecasters. The network can be implemented in phases correspond-
ing to the implementation schedule for each of the MIDDS' sites.

ELS Weather System

As planned, the MIDDS-I does not have the capability to interface
"= with the network via broadband data links. The original concept included

only 9.6 Kbps links to a temporary remote workstation at JSC and a mainte-
nance/development worksta _on at SSEC. Consequently, a communications
upgrade is necessary. This upgrade will be an addition to the communica-
tion controller to allow the high speed comanunication on the network and
additional networking software.

L

CSOC Weather System

The CSOC WSt' system specification was developed around the use of the
" Air Force Global Weather Center as its primary source of data. The AFGWC

will not be ready to support the CSOC system until 1987 or 1988. In
addition, the original CSOC system would not handle all the data sources

-- needed to support the Shuttle Program as discussed here. The specifica-
tion does not provide for compatible lntereenter data and briefing product
communication. Functionally the CSOC specification is a subset of that
available from the MIDDS.

Therefore, we recommend a MIDDS-III be implemented at the CSOC. This
system would acquire real-time global data sources including surface

" observations, upper air observations, forecast products, satellite imagery
from GOES-East and GOES-West, solar-terrestrial environmental data, radar

data, local data from Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg AFB, Meteosat,
•- Japanese Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS), and NOAA polar

orbiter GAC meteorological satellite data and briefing products from the
other MIDDS systems. The incoming data wlll be monitored, stored,

retrieved, reformatted, manipulated and displayed on schedule using the
same manner as that employed in the other HIDDS. The system will be based
on the MIDDS-I at the CCFF and the recommended MIDD$-II at the JSC.

" To support the require for interoperability between STC and CSOC, we
recoumend a workstation be Installed at AFSTC operating remotely off the

MIDDS-III. This workstation would be configured with 64 video frames and

•- 32 graphic frames and would operate at 9600 kbps. Normally during DOD
missions STC would communicate prlmarily with CSOC. Should $TC need to
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\ function in a backup mode, they would switch to remote operation off the
MII)DS-I1 at JSC.

WSMC Weather System

The WSMC IMPS was designed to support the Range missions. It was

specified long before the MIDDS and the network were conceived. IMPS will

have difficulty handling the additional data sources important to the

Shuttle weather support and will not be able to support the weather

network at all. Consequently, the coordination of forecasts and data
interpretation will be hindered much as it is now between JSC and ESMC.

Therefore, we recommend a Meteorological Interactive Data Display
System be added to the IMPS at the Vandenberg AFB Forecast Facility. This
system should ingest GOES direct real-time satellite imagery, LLP light-
ning location data, dial-up remote radar, GMS imagery, polar orbiter
imagezy (TIROS-N), and NMC products. The MIDDS would communicate with
IMPS on a 9.6K bps serial data communications line. The IMPS could

: continue to function as the Range system without interference from the
network. This concept will also provide WSMC with opportunity to expand
the WSU capabilities well beyond that of IMPS alone. The result will be
four Shuttle weather support facilities using n, arly identical software

and hardware systems reducing the communication problems both at the
computer level and at the forecaster level.

g ADMINISTRATION

The four centers, ELS, WLS, JSC, and CSOC, all have space related

missions separate from the Space Shuttle Program which require weather

_ support. The system we have designed takes into account the systems
i already in place and builds upon them, ties them together, and provides

for expansion as the needs of the Shuttle Program change or become better
f

understood. However, this network of systems will not function in the
, coordinated fashion it was intended to if an administrative concept is not

established and empowered with oversight responsibilities.

Management

We recot_nend the establishment of a Shuttle Weather Management Team
(ShqqT) which would provide for the logistical support of the total system,
coordinate between WSUs, and evaluate and recommend improvements to the
various weather facilities which will improve the quality of the service
to the Shuttle Program. The shwr should be housed at JSC and should be
co-chalred by a NASA and an Air Force representative who would be respon-
slble to, and take direction from the Shuttle Operations Offices of th.,Ir
respective arms of governmant. The teas would be couprlsed of the chair-
persons and a representative from each of the WSUs on the network. The
team should meet at least on a quarterly basis.

Hslntenance

If s network such as the one we reconend is implemented, then the
hardware and software compatibility among _he centers make a maintenance
depot concept most appropriate. A long term central maintenance facility
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would provldt, for tile tr_tlutllg, _,I,_mr_' parts, documentation, software
compatibility, and configuration contr(,1 ,eeded to support an operational
system as large and complex as the Shuttle Weather network.

We recommend that a hardware depot maintenance facility be estab-
lished at Patrick AFB and that the software depot maintenance facility be
established at Marshall SFC. Patrick AFB is recommended because they have
the most experience with MIDDS equipment of any center. They have con-
tract maintenance which is well qualified to assume this role. Marshall
SFC is recommended for the software depot for two reasons. First, they
have worked with the McIDAS system for many years and have at Marshall an
early version of the system. They are quite familiar with the McIDAS
concept and the software in particular. Second, they maintain an aware-
ness of new techniques in meteorology and _11 be in a good position to
oversee their Implementation in software when appropriate.

Under this concept, local personnel from each center will be trained
and supported by the central hardware facility to provide board level
maintenance on all system components except the computer mainframe and its
peripherals. We recommend that the mainframe be maintained by contract
with IBM or other contractor who would also provide spares. Under this

concept each center which joins the network with a McIDAS based system
will buy two sets of spares. One set will be held at the local center and
the second set will be sent to the hardware depot to enlarge the pool of
spares available to support the entire system. When a subsystem fails,
the local maintenance personnel will isolate the problem to the board
level. They will replace the board and send the broken board to the depot
for repair. At the same time, a spare from the pool at the depot will be
sent to the center to replenish its stock. The software will be main-
tained in a similar manner. Catastrophic failures will be handled int-

" tlally by the local center and the depot will provide backup support and
training. The depot for software will also maintain configuration control
and software documentation on all systems and will install new versigns if
and when new techniques, repairs and system upgrades require such change.
This support could be bandied by a contract software firm.

NEW TECHNOLOGYINTEGRATION

The ELS and kq_S have been highly instrumented to provide an extensive
data base to aid the forecaster. The observations from these systems are
very valuable but they do not provide an adequate description of the
atmospheric conditions to allow the accuracy required in the shuttle
forecasts. The MIDDS systems we have described above will integrate all
the current observing systems Into a unified data base and provide easy
access by the forecaster. The MIDDS systems are easily expandable to
include new sensing systems if they are implemented. However, to capital-
ize on the scientific information in these data streams requires addition-

al work beyond the data base integration and display. Researchers,

working with these data sources, have developed computer analysls tech-

" niques (objective analyses) for extracting meaningful information about

atmospheric conditions from the data. Some of the techniques developed by
SSEC are Included with the MIDDS systems
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New _,nslug systems (pr,,filers, VAS, doppler radar, etc.) are being
duvelop_.d _uld te_ted by tht, _t.teorological community for rem_te sensing of
atmospht.iIt conditions lmporl_mt to tile Spelt't" Shuttle (l.l'., upper atmos-
phere wind shear). Inclusion of new _enstug _;y_tem_; a_ld expansion ol
existing sensing systems at the ELS is being discussed. Th_se unique
observing systems (both present and possible future systems) are not well
understood by the operational forecast community because they are not
generally available. Objective analyses and traiving aids should be
developed for these new sensing systems as well as the current systems.
It will be desirable to add new techniques especially for new data

sources. Basically this is a technology transfer task.

The activities described above added to the software maintenance role

previously discussed fall naturally to the atmospheric science group at
MSFC since they are familiar with both the developing scientific sensing
systems and the MIDDS system. Under this concept HSFC would maintain
configuration control and software documentation for the total MIDDS

network system. They would work with scientists who have developed data
analysis techniques for the special sensing systems to transfer these

I techniques into the MIDDS environment, and they would work with the
forecasters using these data and data products to help them utilize this

i information efficiently. Since they manage the configuration of the
system they would be in the best position to see to it that these tech-
niques are well integrated into the MIDDS.

The MFSC group currently has a computer system similar to the MIDDS.
' The hardware changes necessary to prepare them for this task are an IBM

4341, two workstations, a link to the network, a link to SSEC and a remote

programmer's terminal. They would draw on the network for all data needed
i to implement and test new techniques and would not need direct data ingest

under this concept. They would stand down during all operational missions
to eliminate interference. The link to SSEC would be used te transition

from the implementation phase to the operational phase in which MSFC

i software control. A software for
assumes

configuration training program
the software support personnel would also be implemented.

V. CONCLUSION

We conducted site surveys of each of the major weather facilities

providing support to the Space Shuttle program. We have examined the
SMG's responsibilities and the resources available to help meet those

respenslbilities. We find that the SMG lacks the data necessary to meet

their responsibilities. They must have extensive communlca_ion with other

Centers in the form of data and derived products which are not available

to them now except as verbal interpretations. The SMG has additional

responsibilities beyond the operational mission support which taxes their
resources.

We recommend a MIDDS-II system for the SMG at JSC which will be as

hardware and software compatible as possible with the MIDDS-I at Cape

Canaveral, but which will handle global data bases and global forecast

products as well as the products from the MIDDS-I. MIDDS-II will be able

to support additional responsibilities such as NASA flight operations, SCA
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ferry flights, and _lmul_ltor e_ ,cl_.s using synthesized weather situa-
tions. The Network which we rec mmelid will provide SMG and the mission
management team with access to the various data products from the ELS Ira
real-time including volumetric radar images, lightning observations,
atmospheric electric potential, direct readout of the upper air winds, and
any of the other special data collected by the MIDDS-I.

We found that the CSOC will be better served by a MIDDS system than
by the computer system which they have specified. The CSOC WSU will

operate out of JSC until the CSOC facility is complete at Falcon AFS, CO.
Similar systems at each Center will make the transition easier and will
reduce the inter-WSU communication difficulties. We recommend a MIDDS-III

for CSOC, which will be nearly identical to the MIDDS-11 at JSC, and a

remote workstation et AFSTC for backup support.

Vandenberg AFB has the IMPS which satisfies many of the WSMC weather
_ support requirements now. We recommend additions to their facility which

will provide access to data sources needed to be_ter support Shuttle
missions and provide access to the weather systems at the other Centers.
These additions are a modest effort which will facilitate the communica-

tion and product exchange.

Logistical support for this network of systems should be managed by a
joint NASA and Air Force administrative group established at JSC. They
should coordinate the hardware and software maintenance facilities which

we recommend be Implemented at Patrick AFB and Marshall SFC, respectively.

These facilities wil] need enhancements to their eyisting facilities to

enable them to undertake these roles. The SWMT should be the organizer
and coordinator of system improvements for Shuttle weather support at all
of the Centers.
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VI. LIST OF ACRONYMS i

. AFB - Air Force Base i
AFGWC - Air Force Global Weather Center

AFS - Air Force Station

AFSCF - Air Force Satellite Control Facility
AFSCN - Air Force Satellite Control Network

AFSTC - Air Force Sate111te Test Center AOA - Abort Once Around

AWN - Automated Weather Network

"- AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

bpi - bits per inch
bps - bits per second

-- CCAFS - Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
CCFF - Cape Canaveral Forecast Facility
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CLS - Contingency Landing Site

COMEDS - CONUS Meteorological Data System
CONUS - Continental United States

CPU - Central Processing Unit

CSIS - Centralized Storm Information System

CSOC - Consolidated Space Operations Center

CRT - Cathode Ray Tub

DIFAX - Digital Facsimile
DMSP - Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

DOD - Department of Defense
DOMSAT - Domestic Satellite Network

EAFB - Edwards Air Force Base

ELS - Eastern Launch Site

ESMC - Eastern Space and Missile Center
FAA - Federal Aeronautics Administration

FAFS - Falcon Air Force Station

: GAC - Global Area Coverage

GHS - Geostatlonary Meteorological Satellite

GOES - Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
IBM - International Business Machine, Inc.

IMPS - Interactive Meteorological Processing System
INSAT - India Satellite

IR - Infrared

JSC - Johnson Space Center

KSC - Kennedy Space Center

LAC - Limited Area Coverage

LLP - Lightning Location and Protection, Inc.

MclDAS - Man Computer Interactive _ata Access System

MIDDS - Meteorological Interactive Data Display System

MSFC - Marshall Space Flight Center

MSS - Meteorological Sounding System
NAFAX - National Facsimile

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NESDIS - National Earth Satellite, Data, and Information Service

NESS - National Earth Satellite Service (1977-1982)
NHC - National Hurricane Center

NMC - National Meteorological Center
NOAA - National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NSTS - National Space Transportation System
NTSC - National Televislon Standards Coaanittee
NWS - National Weather Service

PAFB - Patrick Air Force Base

PLS - Primary Landing Site
PPI - Plan-Position Indicator

PSK - Phase Shift Keying
RGB - Red Green Blue

RTLS - Return To Landing Site
SCA - Shuttle Carrier Aircraft

SFC - Space Flight Center
SMG - Spaceflight Meteorology Group

SNA - System Network Architecture
SRB - Solid Rocket Booster

SSEC - Space Science and Engineering Center
SWMT - Shuttle Weather Management Te_
TAL - Trans-Atlantic abort
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" VAFB - Vandenberg Air Force Base
VAS - VISSR AL_ospheric Sounder
VISSR - Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
VlRGS - VISSR Interactive Registration & Cridding System
WINDS - Weather Information Network Display System
WLS - Western Launch Site

WSMC - Western Space and Missile Centerb

WSR - Weather Service Radar

WSU - Weather Support Unit
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